CHRISTMAS APPEAL

Creating
Communities of

From our CEO
2020 has been a year short on hope and long on grief - for losses
of connection, jobs, holidays, farewells and more. COVID-19 has
uncovered our vulnerabilities as people, producing anxiety,
stress and uncertainty.
We are thankful that caring for communities has been able to
continue, albeit mostly online. Many adults, children and young
people are less anxious than they might have been, because of the
ongoing care of their Chaplain or Community Connector, or from the
comfort of the biblical insights in the online SRI materials. With your
help, we can continue to offer this gift of hope.
As the year closes, we seek a renewed hope from the Prince of
Peace, Jesus born of Mary. As we place our cares and brokenness
in the hands of our Heavenly Father – we will experience the joy of
Christmas – and a peace, hope and love that transcends our
current lives.

Take heart from the
words of Psalm 62:5-6

Yes, my soul, find rest in God;
my hope comes from him. Truly he
is my rock and my salvation; he is
my fortress, I will not be shaken.

Creating Communities of
Hope in Schools
Michelle’s pastoral care, albeit mostly via technology, has been
vital to her school community as students, staff and families
experienced ‘lockdown fatigue’, loneliness and anxiety.
Puppets, toys and games have been used by Michelle to teach
students about emotional management, motivation, resilience,
gratitude, hope, self-care and social connections. For example,
to encourage motivation, Michelle invited one student to teach
her how to cook buns.
As a means of encouragement, staff received a card from
Michelle, with sunflower seeds included – as symbols of ‘hope’
and ‘new life’ – whether planted or fed to the birds as a gentle
connection with nature.
Will you help us continue to
sow hope into communities
through our Chaplains?

Creating Communities of
Hope in Health Care Settings

Offering Hope to the
SRI Community

Community Connector Stephen (also a trained pastor)
began his role in a regional health service, just as the
COVID-19 situation escalated in April this year.

How do you support SRI Students when volunteers are
unable to attend their schools to provide an SRI Program?

A weekly church service has been much appreciated
as no other clergy have been permitted except to
administer last rites. Individual prayers are also
offered, if requested.
Time limits on visits and conversations have been
a challenge as Stephen has sought to build quality
relationships with this community, not made any
easier by the required protective gear! However,
he managed to navigate all of this with ingenuity,
a sense of humour and grace.
Stephen said a simple conversation forging a genuine
human connection can transport a person to a place
of peace, hope and confidence because they have
been heard, respected and celebrated.
We would love more aged care settings to benefit
from such pastoral and spiritual care.
Will you help us achieve this?

Since Easter, SRI material has been offered online to students
already signed up for Special Religious Instruction classes.
This way, these students have been able to continue to
benefit from the help, hope and stories of the Christian faith.
We thank those SRI Instructors who have spent time preparing
and recording stories and SRI sessions for this purpose,
using the regular SRI materials.
Children, like adults, have been suffering grief and anxiety;
their lives have also been turned upside down. SRI material,
based on the Bible, continues to offer hope, encouragement
and ‘anchoring’ in a world gripped by uncertainty. SRI offers
students a way of understanding meaning, purpose and hope.
Will you help us train more people, or volunteer
as an SRI Instructor, to provide SRI to students?

Creating Communities
of Hope through Training
Our training helps communities thrive.
This year 190 people have participated in:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Vocational Chaplaincy Skills
Orientation Training
Spiritual Wellbeing
Grief and Loss
Theological Reflection
Culture, Worldview and Difference
Responding to Crisis
New SRI Accreditation Training
Continuing SRI Instructor Training

Such initiatives are only possible
with your help.

How Can I Sow Hope
into Communities?
1. Offer a tax-deductible gift that supports
community initiatives. You can mail the
enclosed donation slip to us or give online
at korusconnect.org.au/donate
2. Join us in prayer by subscribing
to our Prayer Diary.
3. Volunteer as an SRI Instructor.
4. Leave a gift for Korus Connect in your
Will to help us continue serving communities.
Please email Elizabeth at
ehardiman@korusconnect.org.au or call
(03) 9811 0999 for a confidential conversation.

Thank you for your gifts
of hope to sow into our
communities through
Korus Connect.
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(03) 9811 0999
Locked Bag 3
Surrey Hills Vic 3127
enquiries@korusconnect.org.au
facebook.com/korusconnect
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